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Search MySQL database with LIKE "javascript:void(0)%". PHP server I have a search form with PHP.

When I search, the my query work fine if I type the word directly in the search bar. But I want to search
the whole text in the db with LIKE "javascript:void(0)%". The MySQL query with LIKE

"javascript:void(0)%": $query = "SELECT * FROM mytable WHERE word_inside LIKE 'javascript:void(0)%'
"; If the I type with ONLY mysearch form the whole text with LIKE "javascript:void(0)%", the query

doesn't return nothing. $myquery = "SELECT * FROM mytable WHERE text_in_db LIKE
'%mysearchform%'"; If I combine the two query, the query works fine. I have tried MySQL MySql

functions but it is not working. I have also tried replace("javascript:void(0)%", "%", "%",
"javascript:void(0)%"); with str_replace("javascript:void(0)%", "%", "%", "javascript:void(0)%"); Any help

will be appreciated EDIT: For better understanding: myform textfield: "www.test.com,www.test.com"
query for the string: "SELECT * FROM mytable WHERE word_inside LIKE '%www.test.com%' " - // works
query for the string: "SELECT * FROM mytable WHERE word_inside LIKE 'javascript:void(0)%' " - // not

working A: Change your query to "SELECT * FROM mytable WHERE word_inside LIKE '%' || mysearchform
|| '%'" EXPLANATION You can use the concatenation operator || to create a string that is the

concatenation of two other strings. This would look like this: "abc" || "def" // outputs "abcdef" "abc" || ""
// outputs "abc" "" || "def"
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from a new "Casio Stylus
FX200" MP3 player that I
bought. Get going with
your essential banking

and more! Trade Money
without needing a bank
account or credit card.

Making a cryptocurrency
trade is quick and easy.
Replace the exchange

rate, add in your profits,
and watch your balance

roll. Add an extra layer of
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security to your account.
Bitcoin can be volatile.

Especially if you're trading
altcoins. Cryptocurrency is

changing the financial
industry. Made by the

decentralized app
development platform

Jaxx, cold wallets let you
store your coins offline.
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whatever you want,
including real-world goods
and services. Explore and
trade over 100 coins and
tokens. Download ePaper.
Save money with multiple

currencies and choose
between fiat or

cryptocurrency. Bitcoins
are widely used for online
payments and therefore
often traded. Recurring
payments in bitcoin can
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be set up easily with third
party services. The app

will update with the most
recent currency rates,
supporting major coins
such as Bitcoin, Bitcoin

Cash, Ethereum, Litecoin,
and XRP. With TradeShot,
you'll never have to worry
about changing exchange
rates because you control

all of the rates directly
from your 6d1f23a050
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